
New Makeover For The Ultimate Space Fighter
Game_ Fireliner: Wild Space Battle

The Ultimate Space Fighter Game

Party Mode - play with friends on your Android TV!

Perfect fit space battles fans

Spartonix Games Just released to the
Google Play Store a whole new version
of the fun space arcade game Fireliner:
Wild Space Battle.

NEW YORK , NY , USA, September 7,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Spartonix
Games Just released to the Google Play
Store a whole new version of the fun
space arcade game Fireliner: Wild Space
Battle.

The new updated version 1.18 is loaded
with new features including: Improved
gameplay, New awesome graphics,
brand new set of killer battleships, A new
weapon system with auto fire feature,
new powerups and upgrades to enjoy a
full scale space battle.          

Join an endless space battle in a blasting
new arcade game! Fireliner: wild space
battle, fight for your place in space.

Here's what makes this game a perfect fit
space battles fans:✔ A wild space battle
atmosphere! ✔ Lots of state of the art
starships!! ✔ Hundreds of stages to
defeat! ✔ Party Mode - play with friends
on your Android TV! ✔ Endless
upgrading options- Each starship has
different abilities and possibilities: ✔
Different Speed rates ✔ Varying
durability and shields ✔ Multiple weapon
possibilities

Player ★★★★★ reviews:
“Good as Asteroid but more addictive by
far Maneuvering is a bit hard at first, but
once you acquainted it feels as natural
as walking” 
“Really addictive game! I loved how my bullets are able to stop the enemy's bullets” 

Key Links 

Google Play: http://m.onelink.me/b1673571 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FireLinerGame
Spartonix: http://www.spartonix.com/ 
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"Fireliner: Wild Space Battle" is brought to you by Spartonix Games the creators of the hit Free-to-
play games "Evostar: Legendary Warrior RPG" and "Tiny Warrior"
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